Covid-19 Liability Waiver
Covid-19 is a new illness that can affect your lungs and airways. It is caused by a virus called
Coronavirus. Symptoms can be mild, moderate, severe or fatal.
In order to maintain a safe studio environment, the studio management will carry out risk assessments during
every hire and event. The risk assessment will address the risk of infection and control measures adopted. To
support this, you agree to adhere to the below conditions when visiting, hiring the studio or attending events at
the studio;
Stay at home if you think you have coronavirus.
Report any connected Coronavirus cases to the studio management team;
oldbakerydorset@gmail.com
07769 551843
The client, if a paid shoot, is ultimately responsible for ensuring that the following guidelines have been adhered
to. If there is no client, the commissioner of the shoot is ultimately responsible for ensuring that these guidelines
have been followed.
It is against the law for gatherings of more than 30 people, unless planned by an organisation in compliance with
Covid-19 secure guidance.
Maintain a 2m distance from other people, including models. Should a minimum of 1m distance be required,
please ensure you are wearing PPE where applicable, i.e. for the photography and not the model.
Use gloves and face protection where possible.
Ensure equipment used is sanitised – the studio management will follow up to ensure this has been actioned and
will re sanitise where applicable – please liaise with the management team in order to action this.
The studio will provide hand sanitisers and will ensure regularly cleaning to maintain infection control, including
door handles and surfaces. Hand washing is also encouraged, and the studio has a sink with antibacterial hand
wash to use.
Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue or your sleeve (not your hands) when you cough or sneeze. Put used
tissues in the bin immediately and wash your hands afterwards.
Do not touch your eyes, nose or mouth if your hands are not clean.
By hiring or attending the studio, you agree to;
•

Follow guidance to prevent the further spread of Covid-19.

•

Immediately report concerns to the studio management.

•

Provide contact details for anyone who has entered the studio, in order for the management team to operate a
track and trace system for any Covid-19 cases. This can be done by emailing the studio or advising in person.
This list is not exhaustive and up to date Government guidelines should be observed.
By hiring the studio or attending an event, you agree to abide by these terms.
Signed………………………………….

Name…………………….……………….

Date…………….

The Old Bakery Photography Studio, The Factory, 14 Alder Hills, Poole, Dorset BH12 4AS

